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Our age needs a new direction, a 
new narrative, a new mythology! 
– again and again in the past decades and centuries statements 
like this have come up; and always have they been a longing to 
remedy a crisis. 

Now, crises often are a rather hard matter to solve since 
mostly they are caused by behaviour that has been habitua-
ted for a long time. Habituated to the point of being well-
installed in the sediments of our lifeworld (in a Habermasian 
sense), so interwoven with our everyday thinking and acting 
indeed that the mere scientific or empirical evidence and 
the mere abstract or theoretical acknowledgement in their 
combined thrust achieve little more than their own internal 
satisfaction of having discovered, of having comprehended. 
Vital belief, however, can turn a person’s, a group’s, 

a whole society’s way of life upside down. For it is belief 
that drives all thinking subjects! We conceptually const-
ruct our reality! –Yet, just as much are our thoughts (i.e. 
our ‘conceptualisers’) strongly related to our social and 
natural embedding (or lack thereof ). Thereby, our sen-
ses or intuitions of identity arise along the way of living 
– and we direct our way of lives according to our beliefs. 

A circle, it seems, is what I have put forth here. 

Thoughts, environment(s), language (i.e. conceptual 
expression), and intuitions are in constant interplay – 
how could we ever seriously break a habit? Especially 
if that habit is the rampant usage of fossil fuels and 
other natural resources, the raging curiosity and will 
to technological advancement that drives some, the 
conscious or subconscious aspiration to social status 
and acknowledgement that drives others. These phe-
nomena are a carelessness or forgetfulness derived from 
fascination, a being oblivious to the consequences of 
‘progress’ in the face of the lust and awe coming along 
the way of discovery and invention. Aspiration to social 
status, or, to put it differently, will to achievement is 
generated by being anxious, by being afraid of social 
inferiority and marginalisation. Our ‘Western’-value 
dominated society indulges in and praises efficiency and 
performance – strangely enough these have come to be 
associated merely with the sector of mainly mental activity. 

Controlling finances, setting up large-scale businesses at 
minimal cost, writing theoretical or empirical articles or 
working as a counsellor of some kind will provide a ra-
diance of status of having achieved – of having made it 
somehow in this world. Working in a store or on a farm, 
growing a field of vegetables or fruit, making shoes or 
baking bread – ‘how mediocre, how unmindful! Just 
see, the others even made it into academic journals!‘ 

A new mythology
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But consider academia – welcome to the burial ground 
of our ideas! In many cases, they will be either forgot-
ten right away, or dissected and quoted until there is 
nothing left of their original intention. They will only 
glow from the dark of the academic graveyard as a trea-
sure to be regained – if some day someone takes the step 
to practice what he or she or we have preached. New 
ideas may spring from ours, but they can only take effect 
if they get taken away again from the merely theoretical 
marvel at them. In unlucky cases, they will not even be 
acknowledged as original, for any time anyone in the 
past may have said the very same thing already. History 
is circular, repeats itself – and so do ideas. Nevertheless, 
having an idea is an achievement each time again it may 
pop up – for then a moment has come to make it popular 
in a new context through engaged action or writing; to 
make it popular is to make it accessible to the public 
sphere. To make it accessible to the public sphere is to 
test its adequacy in the given context. 

The problem is: the public sphere is a sphere of 
words. In the private, or rather, in concrete personal ac-
tion everyone is on his or her own again, free to remain 
with habits, or driven to do so by social convention. The 
sphere of words has little more importance than giving an 
impulse to the sphere of intuited action, intuited atti-
tude, intuited life, intuited work. 

Thus, the consideration of belief cannot be sus-
pended. For, what makes humans comply with reli-
gious faith or political rulers and systems? Their need 
for direction, their need to certainty, their need to live 
by principles. – Principles are those matters believed 
in as the foundation of all other practices which are 
built upon them. What makes humans turn away from 
or even rebel against religious faith or political rulers 

and systems? Their need for an alternative, for they have 
lost their creed in the framework they now reject! Why 
do some people sink into nihilism? Because they believe 
it has no meaning! What makes some people distance 
themselves from all their statements, from all affairs in 
the world through irony, sarcasm, cynicism: their belief 
that it can better be endured or made a better place if 
it is not taken seriously. Belief ! How caught up are we 
in our mythologies! Religion and philosophy are largely 
replaced by technology and consumerism, and these are 
accompanied by an uncanny nihilism in their backyard. 
Alternative forces have discovered, examined and com-
prehended this phenomenon – and write for change. 
Writing to switch mythology once again! 

Nietzsche, of course, belongs to the great writers of 
mythology. He acknowledged that it is not enough to 
simply tear down a paradigm, a life-world with all its 
habits, assumptions and values. Another must take its 
place. For remember well: thinking beings need direc-
tion, something that harmonizes the questions, princip-
les and actions of the body-mind, the person (or spirit, 
or soul). And so he proclaimed the Übermensch, not qui-
te knowing what it might amount to. And later Heide-
gger called for ‘the fourfold’ of Earth, Sky, Mortals and 
Divinities in order to redirect human activity towards 
its integration in, its harmonisation with nature and its 
powers that be. Even today, in the first years of the 21st 
century, a decidedly pantheistic call for a clearing rain 
to give way to a new culture has been brought forward 
by John Moriarty, bearing reminiscence to what T.S. 
liot1 had done almost a century ago. Moriarty, like 
Nietzsche, acknowledges our biological nature: he ri-
dicules human disengagement from its animalistic side 

1 As a reaction to World War I in his epic poem ‘The Waste Land’.
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and the human strive to distinguish itself from other 
creatures of nature. Moriarty plunges right back into 
life with vitality: the body tells us what we need; the 
mind shall be allowed to acknowledge. Morality can be 
acknowledged as a useful human invention (i.e. another 
mythology, or narrative), necessary to social cohesion. 

‘The body tells us what to do’ – quite simply, we 
feel a different kind of fatigue by the end of a day spent 
in front of the computer screen than we feel by the end 
of a day spent in occupations that involve all – bodily 
movement, mental activity, and social interaction. In 
our present society, the market for professions attemp-
ting to cure depression, burn-out, back-, neck- and 
shoulder-pains, obesity, stress with all its consequen-
ces, and a manifold of related ailments grows. Once 
again, it is time to listen to a new mythology, a new, 
silent narrative of the body. Religious or not, we need a 
narrative to create sense, or meaning, for we need something 
to live for, something to live towards to. 

As Heidegger says, we always live 
in temporal Ekstase, whereby all 
modes of time swing along one 
another. 
The past is the potency from which future evolves; 
the present is the moment of the actually real which 
contributes to the formation of the future. Hence, by 
focusing on our present moment with an awareness 
of those future moments to come we can turn our 
way of life into a sequence of moments which are in 
harmony with each other and with the physical and 
social surroundings. 

In any case, we shall be aware that all of us in our 
lives give a prototypical example, a tacit offer for others. 
This is due to the simple fact that our lives are perceived 
and reflected upon by others, just as much as we percei-
ve and reflect upon the lives of others. Thus arises the 
public sphere. Hence, to re-embed us in local life with 
a global eye, to equally move our bodies and minds, i.e. 
to give to our spirits rhythm and repose equally – herein 
may lie the ‘good life’ and the silent new mythology to 
pass on. 

This is not to demonise all technology and public 
wording: the former provides us great comfort, the la-
ter gives us important impulses. Yet, to both there must 
be limits. Invention can be directed towards technology 
that does not harm our natural surrounding, public dis-
course can consider and come up with new mythologies 
– such narratives are impulses to the synapses of the pu-
blic sphere, bombs to break the circles of habit and be-
lief, written by ‘philosopher-poets’ as the early German 
Idealists, Romantics and, later, Heidegger have named 
those who forge a ‘new vocabulary’ (as Rorty says) for 
a new time. 

Practice is better wholeheartedly engaged in when pro-
perly thought-through and learned. But in the end, Voltaire 
finished his Candide with a guiding light of a statement: all 
that talk is very well, but let us cultivate our garden. 

Nowadays, what is our ‘garden’? First of all, our na-
tural garden, locally and globally, our sources of life. To 
‘cultivate’ shall mean to take care, to sustain. Second, 
let us cultivate our moral garden too! For, other than 
the anonymous author of the article ‘Engagement als 
ewiger Irrtum?’ in the previous issue of this journal 
has argued, engagement is not always right merely by 
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token of being engagement – it is bound to the mo-
ral adequacy of a socio-political community! Morals are 
constructed, contingent – but not arbitrary; there is a 
moral fight to win against the new fascist forces! There 
is a balance to respect and negotiate between ways of 
life focused on tradition and those aiming for change. 
There are arguments that can intersubjectively be more 
convincing than others – arguments supporting dialogue 
between and space to breathe for the various modes of 
life – which shall stand up against denunciation and fear 
of the other, of that which or who is foreign. By our own 
actions we take part in the formation of moral systems. 
Moral systems are ‘illusions’ (in a Nietzschean sense), 
yes! – but they become real in and necessary for a human 
framework of life, of cohabitation in mutual exchange, 
respect and learning. Again, our lives (and our writings 
too) unfold an intrinsic prototypical character. Prototy-
ping is what we do – every single day. A way of life is the 
most powerful tool of change we have. Whether we want 
or not – our life is a Vor-Leben, without being an elitist 
role model. Our writing spreads a word, and thereby it 
spreads an impulse into the discursive world – which 
then may reverberate into the non-discursive realm of 
life, action and attitude as such. 

So, as also Süß and Hodec agree with Nietzsche in their 
article ‘Von Kamelen, Löwen und Kindern’ in the pre-
vious issue: we can decide, we can shape our modes of 
togetherness, our society, i.e., our life. Not in its biolo-
gico-physical condition, but in its intersubjective every-
dayness and through living a symbiotic exchange in the 
world of humans, animals and plants. 

Value and goal of a mythology, and of subsequent 
engagement, can be to regain a sense of self in relation 
with and to the social and natural surroundings. The 

actions and habits of the individual can affect the actions 
and habits of others, the actions and habits of many can 
affect the actions and habits of humankind, the actions 
and habits of humankind can affect the interplay of the 
various kinds of people, animals and plants on this pla-
net. It can take effect on whether planet Earth rids itself 
of humankind or whether it lets us dwell on it for times 
to come. Our life is inevitably prototypical, our actions 
are ecstatic steps forward into the future. If we do not 
turn away from the mythology of racing for status and 
technology, then of course there will be a future anyway. 
But it will be one that leaves us as spectators on the side. 
It will pass by to carry us if we are lucky, or it might as 
well do not.

| Julius Bertz


